PARKING AND DIRECTIONS:

VISITOR PARKING: Please use the San Martin Garage located on San Martin Drive across from the West Gate entrance to the University, it is a fully automated facility. Pay stations are available on the pedestrian bridge over San Martin Drive, and in the P5 level lobby near the Carnegie Institute building. Visitors may also pay via credit card at the exit gates.

Visitor Rates:
- Up to 1 hour: $3
- Up to 2 hours: $6
- Up to 3 hours: $9
- Up to 4 hours: $12
- >4 hours: $15
- Evening after 3:45pm: $6
- Weekends: $6

BASIC DIRECTIONS: Due to construction on San Martin Drive the recommended route is travel N. Charles Street to University Parkway make a left. Take University Parkway to San Martin Drive make a left. Proceed on San Martin Drive pass the Steve Muller Space Telescope Science Institute Building and parking garage adjacent to that building on the left. Continue on San Martin Drive to the San Martin Center until you go under the pedestrian bridge, the San Martin Garage which will be on the right.

SAN MARTIN GARAGE ENTRANCE
WALKING DIRECTIONS FROM SAN MARTIN GARAGE TO BLOOMBERG: Proceed left out of the garage and follow the stony sidewalk around to crosswalk that leads to brick path. Take brick path up to large stairwell, at top of stairs make a left and proceed around sidewalk to entrance glass doors. Bear to your right to elevators. Take elevator to 4th floor. Come off elevators go to your right three times and Room 462 will be on the left.

HOMEWOOD CAMPUS LINK FOR PARKING, DIRECTIONS AND FULL CAMPUS MAP
http://webapps.jhu.edu/jhuniverse/information_about_hopkins/campuses/homewood-campus/

If handicap parking or access to Bloomberg is needed please email lfulton1@jhu.edu for more information.